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The purpose of this paper is to present findings from a survey that measured holistic grief 
effects college students experience when losing a loved one and whether grief effects vary 
based on gender. This is important to examine since approximately 35% of undergraduate 
students are within 24 months of bereavement (Pollard, Varga, Wheat, & McClam, 2017; Varga 
& Varga, 2019; Walker, Hathcoat, & Noppe, 2012). Holistic grief effects were measured using 
the Holistic Impact of Bereavement (Balk, 2010), which outlines the six dimensions students are 
affected by their grief (emotionally, physically, cognitively, behaviorally, interpersonally, and 
spiritually).. Students have reported various grief effects, primarily emotional and cognitive 
effects (Varga, 2015; Walker et al., 2012); however, recent studies have not examined holistic 
grief effects specific to gender. Initial studies into college student grief indicated women 
experience greater grief effects; and more recent research is warranted (LaGrand, 1981 & 
1985). The researchers hypothesized that college students would experience grief effects in all 
six dimensions, primarily in the dimensions of emotional and cognitive effects. The researchers 
also hypothesized that female students would experience statistically significantly greater grief 
effects than male students, specifically in the dimensions of emotional and cognitive effects. A 
total of 508 students completed the survey. Findings indicated that approximately 81% (n = 412) 
of students experienced the loss of a significant person in their life due to death. Emotional and 
cognitive were the most grief effects experienced by students. Independent-samples t-tests 
found a statistically significant difference in the emotional, physical, cognitive, and behavioral 
grief effects experienced between female and male students with female students experiencing 
greater effects than male students. Implications for these findings are addressed along with 
recommendations for future research. 
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